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POLITICKING POST-MARXISM VERSUS CULTURAL STUDIES: THEORY, POLITICS, AND INTERVENTION BY PAUL BOWMAN Edinburgh University Press, 2007 Nicholas Chare



Paul Bowman’s Post-Marxism versus Cultural Studies forms part of the Edinburgh University Press series Taking on the Political, a series that sets out both to foster thinking that embraces the political and to invite work that conflicts with it. Bowman’s contribution to the series examines post-Marxism’s disavowal of its hegemonic impulses and the persistent elision by post-Marxists of questions arising from the institutional context within which they are operating. The problem with the post-Marxist discourse theory of, for example, Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe is that it “does not adequately theorise the politics of its own institution” (174). The institution is, as Derrida argued, “an irreducibly and fundamentally textual matter” (172). The paradigm of post-Marxist discourse theory refuses the radically deconstructive implications that would accompany an acknowledgment of this textuality. Bowman’s interrogation of the implications of this refusal lends his work broader relevance given that a similar denial characterizes other disciplines such as sociology, which regards queer theory as text based and divorced from the real world “beyond the text,” the world of material experience that forms the sociological domain of inquiry (Halberstam, 12). Too disciplined, post-Marxists and sociologists will not embrace a politics of antidisciplinarity of the kind proposed by John Mowitt in Text. Mowitt is a crucial interlocutor in Post-Marxism versus Cultural Studies and functions, alongside Stuart Hall, as a key representative Cultural Critique 75—Spring 2010—Copyright 2010 Regents of the University of Minnesota
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of cultural studies in the face off Bowman encourages between cultural studies’ ideas about the practice of politics and post-Marxism’s own theories of intervention. Bowman also draws on the ideas of thinkers not usually positioned on either side of this divide such as Judith Butler, Richard Rorty, and Slavoj Žižek. It is a division that is dimorphic in that Bowman reads both cultural studies and post-Marxism as deconstructive but their critiques of politics have ultimately crystallized in ways that are markedly distinct. For cultural studies, post-Marxism is a foreign culture: they do deconstruction differently there. Cultural studies practices intervention— does politics—through textual deconstruction while post-Marxism endeavors to do so through discursive deconstruction (Bowman, 84). Discursive deconstruction is textual deconstruction in denial. It is differentiated from text by thinkers such as Laclau who construe text in a narrow sense of “something produced by a subject who precedes its production,” as linguistic text (Mowitt, 16). In reality, however, the real difference between text and discourse is that discourse fails to acknowledge its own status as “a disciplinary object, a paradigm that organizes the way cultural research is designed, legitimated, and conducted” (17). Textual deconstruction, by contrast, does acknowledge its disciplinary object-hood and is therefore able to form a politics that can effectively connect with the political. Bowman calls for a specific form of textual politics that is not one rooted in cultural studies (or post-Marxism should it recognize its discursive failings). Intervention requires rather a “new interdisciplinarity” (Bowman, 177). Such an intervention is likely to encounter resistance given the contemporary obsession with audit culture, accompanied as it is by an “intensification of disciplinary compartmentalisation and regulation” that leads to a “disarticulation of academic work from intruding into any other context” (180). The required response to this disarticulation is a political strategy of antidisciplinarity that does not deny disciplinarity but rather identifies it as a “key locus” for intervention (180). Post-Marxism versus Cultural Studies is therefore an extremely valuable contribution to ongoing debates about what it means to be an academic who wishes to challenge injustice, to practice intervention. The work forms a vital contribution to the “interminable effort to listen and to try to address and redress justice” (95). It is principally
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addressed to the politically committed academic endeavoring to intervene within the institution in ways that will have ramifications, impact, beyond its boundaries. The thinker Bowman believes most successfully delineates what form such an intervention should take is Mowitt. Of the alternatives, the theoretical positions of Butler and Rorty are summarily dispensed with, and Žižek’s thinking is also ultimately found lacking. Hall is found to share Mowitt’s belief in textual politics but errs too much on the side of caution. In the case of Butler, however, Bowman’s volleys seem misguided. Butler is critiqued for simplifying the basis of “articulation” (that practice which establishes “a relation among elements such that their identity is modified as a result of the articulatory practice” [Laclau and Mouffe, 105]) to conscious intention and for interpreting intervention solely in terms of the “political efficacy of public debate” (Bowman, 142). This criticism seems reductive, grounded solely in Butler’s contributions to Contingency, Hegemony, Universality (Butler, Laclau, and Žižek) and ignoring earlier works such as Bodies That Matter and Excitable Speech. It is in Excitable Speech that Butler elaborates the relationship between performativity and context and between speech acts and speaker’s intentions. She argues that speech is “at once the deliberate and undeliberate effect of a speaker” (1997, 39). This argument, one recognized by Hall, is at odds with Bowman’s claims that for Butler intervention is solely a matter of conscious intention (Hall, 28). In this context Butler also makes a salient distinction between agency and mastery in relation to utterances contending that “the subject is neither a sovereign agent with a purely instrumental relation to language, nor a mere effect whose agency is pure complicity with prior operations of power” (1997, 26). Butler also suggests in Bodies That Matter that she wishes to counter the notion that “performativity is the efficacious expression of a human will in language” (1993, 187). In reality Bowman’s strategy of intervention shares many similarities with Butler’s conception of performativity in that both seek to intervene in and through an existing language, both conceive of “resistance and insurgency” as “spawned in part by the powers they oppose” (1997, 40). Bowman and Butler are also both committed to “radical interrogation,” contesting that “there is no moment in which politics requires the cessation of theory, for that would be the moment
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in which politics posits certain premises as off-limits to interrogation—indeed, where it actively embraces the dogmatic as the conditions of its own possibility” (Butler, Laclau, and Žižek, 264). Butler’s belief in affirmative deconstruction resonates strongly with Bowman’s own conviction and practice. It is the locus of this practice, the institution itself, that is the thing most lacking from Bowman’s analysis. The ivory tower, a solid, if lofty, metaphor for the academy, seems here to have melted into air. The matter of institutional context is absent. That disciplines are textual, that the institutional is textual, is not in doubt. There is, however, a reluctance to read these texts as anything more than published scholarship. The greater fabric of the institution, of the contemporary university, the bodies, the buildings, the stuff ideas inhabit and are inscribed within, appears tangential to Bowman. His few remarks about pedagogy, specifically about teaching cultural studies, are disparaging. He mocks the notion that “teaching can consciously educate others and that these others might somehow ‘do something’ with the knowledge cultural studies has given them” (191). It is, however, these others, the student body, who usually end up leaving the “cloistered privacy of academic institutions” (125). Bowman is correct to query whether the effects of teaching can be guaranteed, but he appears to underestimate its political potential: the power of the contingent. The things that occur in lectures and seminars can “go unrecognised and are unpredictable in their effects” (McQuillan, 53), but this does not mean we should deny their possibility. Post-Marxism versus Cultural Studies teaches the reader many things. The theorization it offers of post-Marxism’s current failings, for instance, is a tour de force. It does not, however, afford enough attention to pedagogy as a textual practice of freedom, as a form of articulation and an act of intervention. It does not start to do justice to teaching.



Works Cited Butler, Judith. 1993. Bodies That Matter: On the Discursive Limits of “Sex.” London: Routledge. ———. 1997. Excitable Speech: A Politics of the Performative. London: Routledge. Butler, Judith, Ernesto Laclau, and Slavoj Žižek. 2000. Contingency, Hegemony, Universality: Contemproary Dialogues on the Left. London: Verso.
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